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ing is minimal compared to the ongoing
costs associated with an overdesigned

gear arrangement using more costly

material or larger gears and hou ing
'than required, The warranty costs soar

as do the costs of lost user confidence if
the gears ace poorly designed or under-

designed.

The co t of optimization i only a
mall fraction of product introduction

cost. Optimization does. however.
require attention to the details of the
geargeometry, gear accuracy, material
.election, duty cycle and a detailed

analysis of the mountingconditions of
the application. Added cost savings are
derived from using Ihe' most cost-effec-
tive material from a physical property
perspecti ve,

Then that material is configured in
the most economical. shape and size.
The result is a very robust, and cost-
effective gear molded to the required
accuracy level. The specific goals of

optimization vary from application to

applieaucn. What is required in one
case may not meet the need in another.
While optimization is appliearion spe-
cific. Ihe process can be applied to aU
applications.

Design Goals
The transmission of uniform motion

under the operating load throughout the
range of the operating environment is
common to mos gear applications. A
number of design challenges arise from
this basic goal of lin ifarm motion under

Optimizing Plastic Gear Geometry:
Aln lnnnductien to Gie,ar

Optimization

O here are numerous engineering

evaluations reqUire.d to design
gear ets for optimum perform-
ance with regard to torque

capacity, noise. ize and cost. How

much cost savings and added gear per-
formance is available through optimiza-
tion? Cost savings of 10%[0 30% and

100% added capacity are not unusual.
The contrast is more pronounced if the
original design wa prone to failure and
not fil for function.

Development of thegear geometry is
a critical part of the total design process.
Thisarticle will summarize the design
issues relating to optimizing geM geom-
etry. Al.linterre.latedparamelers that
compri e the gear description are candi-

dates for optimization. Those parameters
include pitch. pressure angle, helix
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angle. addendum modification, root
clearance, face width, root and tip radii,

tooth thickness, center distance and pro-
file modifications. One design parame-
ter, total working depth, will be evaluat-

ed as an example of the potentia], benefit
of gear optimization,

Gear Optimization Denni.tion
An optimized gear design is the best

po sible gear arrangement. gear de ign
and material selection that facilitate
the lowest total cost for the perform-
ance and reliability required.

Opti.mbation Cost Efiiects
The design benefits and co I savings

of optimizing withpractical elutions
are sub tantial. Conver ely. the costs
as ociated with a non-optimized or
poorly designed gear set are a rea], lia-

bility. The incremental cost of optirniz-
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IFigur,e1-Tooth ,depth influence on slidingl and conlact ratios '(equal addendums.).
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load, One of the challenge i rhe inter-
dependence of the de ign parameter .

For example, a de ign change calli
have a po itive influence on one et of
de ign parameters and a negative influ-
ence on another' et. II L not pos ible to
have the optimum values for all the
design parameters, It is nece sary to
determine which parameter are mo I

important to. the succes of the gear
operating in the specific application. A
knowledgeable compromise is required
to et the design limit of each gear
geometry parameter.

One of the beneflts of work.ing w.ith
pia tic ilhe potential of modified
tooth proportion ..The use of . tandard
, ear proportion will seldom yield opti·
mization. Multiple design iterations are
typically required (0 optimize new
application . Fully utilizing the opti-
mizauon proces w,illih Ip in de igning
tile he t gear set for th performance
and rel;iabitity the application require .

Optimization Preees ' Sllep
To understand how this geometry

optimization proces s fils into the 1.00al
process, here is a summary of the steps

in the plastic gear performance opti-
mizationprocess.
I. Define the peciflc applicatien-->
including the proee ing accuracy-for
the hou ingand gears.
2. Account for the extreme conditions,

of temperature, moisture, and toler-
anoe .
3. Compute the load and peeds over
the entire duty cycle and the number of
de ired life cycle.
4. Select the appropriate combination
of gear types-spur. helical. worm.
bevel. face, eros ed-a is helical. inter-
nal, external. planetary-their arrange-
ment and the power path.
S. Calculate the ratios for minimum
total volume if more than a single-stage

drive.
6. Determine the required accuracy
level and verify lit matches the process,
capability.
7. Select the material for the applica-
tion tha'iprovides the neces ary
I.rength and durabiJJty al the lowe I
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ter distance. The minimum effective
center di tance i the tighte Imesh cen-
dltion can idering th location toler-
ances, bore-to- haft clear ,n es, total
runout, gear and hou ing materials,
temperature, humi.ciily.and gear. ccura-
cy.

The primary de ign parameters that
are evaluated at this closest mesh COD-

dition are backlash. ro I clearances.
profile contact ratio, percent of feces
action, and specific sliding ratios.
llnder heavy load conditions and high-

er temperature . more becklash i
required to avoid 'the coast ide profiles
[rom corning into contact as the teeth

Figllre .Z-Root benlling IstrengtbfactofS (equ 'I ,ddendums}.
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possible co t,

8. Develop the gear geometry to meet
tlIe nece ary limit o[ contact ratio.
pecific sliding ratios, mot clearance.

backla h, and deflection over the range
of extreme conditions,
9. Design the minimum-weight struc-
ture Llial supports the geaJ teeth and
provides the required stiffness,
strength. and molded precision, This
tructure comprises the rim diameter

that supports theteeth, strengthening
ring , webs. rib and hub diameter for
the application ..

Evaluati.on Conditions
Noml'ual Center Di:Stailce Evalu-

ations. The gear designer needs to
design the gear el to operate over the

ful:! range of extreme conditions. Note
Lhal.acceptable de ign parameter. allhe
nominal hou ing center eli lance will
11.01a ure acceptable parameter at'lhe
extreme condition. The 'typical range
of effective center distance can be three
to five limes that ofthe pecified center
distance tolerance of the housing. His
always desirable lo minimize mounting
and assembly tolerances to improve
gear performance.

MilJimum Effective Center Dis-
tance Clleck. Optimizing gear geome-
try requires lhat each design iteration
be checked attwo extreme conditions.
The firsfextreme condition for exte mal,
gear is [he maximum material condi-
lion (MMC) at minimum effective cen-
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IFigure3-Tooth de,pth influence on slidingl and contact ratios laddendum factors +1- O.20l'.

nately distributed between one and two
tooth pairs as they rotate.

For single-direction lubricated
drives, the percentage of recess action ! point of contact, This results in high
should be greater than the percentage of! load concentration and a loss of conju-

are deflected. Another issue related to
backlash determination is gear accura-
cy. More accurate gear teeth require
less thinning to maintain the design
backlash ..

Sufficient root clearance is needed
to avoid the risk of interference. Too
much root clearance reduces the tooth
working depth and the profile contact
ratio .. Higher profile-contact-ratio gear
sets reduce noise levels and increase
tooth strength by increasing the load
sharing. It also reduces the deflection
variation as the tooth load are alter-

approach action since the coefficient of
friction in recess is less than approach.
Long-addendum pinions increase the
amount of rece action and also reduce
the chance of undercutting the profile
in the root area of the pinion.

Low pecific sliding ratios promote
urface durability and reduce operating

temperature. High specific sliding
ratios can lead to overheating and a loss
of capacity. Applying long-addendum
modificarion and using enlarged oper-
ating center distances reduces the
amount of sliding.

Maximum Effective Center Dis-
tanee Check. The second extreme con-
dition is at the leas I. material condition

(LMO and the maximum effective cen-
ter distance. The maximum effective
center distance for external gears is the
farthest apart the gears' centers can be
considering the tolerances, bore-to-
haft clearances, component runout,

temperature, humidity, and gear accura-
cy. The separating forces of the gear
mesh influence this condition.

The profile contact ratio is the pri-
mary design parameter that is checked
at this most widely spaced condition. If
the effective contact ratio fall below
.1.000, loss of smooth-motion transmis-
sion will re ult, Excessive wear and
vibration will result becau e the radius
on the driven tooth tip will be the first

gate action.
Since mesh and mounting errors

reduce the effective contact ratio, a
design contact ratio larger than 1.0 is
required. A typical minimum design
profile contact ratio for spur gears is
1.200, although this is difficult to
obtain with gear sets that have pinions
with a low number of teeth. Designing
gears for higher profile contact ratio is
one of the goals of optimization.

Gear Geometry
Tootl, Forms. Molded plastic gear

design offers a stril(jng potentia'} for
optimization because the mold is
designed for a specific gear. The tooth
form must be compatible with al] mat-

ing gears but does not need to conform
1.0 any given standard. The AGMA stan-
dard JO06-A97. Tooth Proportions for
Plastic Gears. discusses four plastic
tooth forms ranging in working depth
from 2.000/(Diametral Pitch) to
2.700/(Diamelral Pitch). The increasing
toorh depth provides greater potentia]
for higher profile contact ratio . These
tooth forms have full fillet. radii and
represent sound engineering practice.
Use of these forms alone does nOI.pro-
duce optimum gear georeetrychowever,
they do provide a very good start.
Tooth Depth Optimization Example

Here is an. example of one of the
design parameters-working tooth
depth-s-evaluated for optimization. The
specification of gear geometry includes
number of teeth, pitch, pressure angle,
helix angle, outside diameter, tooth
depth, (Oath thickness, face width. root
and tip radii along with any required
tooth profile modification.

Equal Adde"dul1l Design,. Equal
addendum de ign demonstrates the pos-
itive and negative results of changing
tooth depth. A common design goal is
to design gears with the highest profile
contact ratio and the lowest pecific
sliding ratio po sible. The profile con-
tact ratio increases as the working tooth
depth is increased. That is a benefit for
the design.

At the same time, the specific sliding
ratio increases as the tooth depth
increases. This is a detriment because
of the increase in heat generated in the
tooth mesh. The designer mu t balance
the two opposing parameters 1.0 maxi-
mize tbe net benefit. For continuously
funning applications, a maximum spe-
cific sliding ratio of 3.0 is recommend-
ed. Exceeding 3.'0 raises the probability
of premature failure. Intermittent appli-
cations can tolerate higher values.

Figure 1 relates the influence of
tooth depth on profile contact ratio and
specific sliding ratio for pillion and
gears that have equal' sddendum (Ref.
I). This example does not represent an
optimized design and is onlypresented
to illustrate the relative change.
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The example i a 24-tooth pimon

meshed with a 72-looth gear having a
:WO pressure angle. The tooth form is
full fillet. The "Working Depth" axis is
scaled to a unit measure of pitch. It
would apply (0 either a 1.00 diametral
pitch or a 1.00 module gear set

Figure I indicates that the contact
ratio increases as the tooth depth
increase . There is also a marked
increa e in the specific Iiding ratio.
The increa e in liding rai es ube
amount of heat generated in fhe mesh
and will, at some point, reduce the
bending strength. The effects are SllOW:1l

in Figure 2.
The e trength factor apply to gear IFigure 4---RODt Ibe.ndinglstrength factors laddendum factors+/- 0.20).

sets wijh equal addendums, The result
is unbalanced root bending strengths.
In this case, the gear member. with the
larger number of teeth, is stronger than
the pinion. suaUy a stronger pinion is
desired for equal life because it sees
more contact cycles.

It is apparent in thisexample and the
flex I that there i an increase in trength
as the working tOOI:1t depth increases.
This assumes that the teeth are accurate
enough to hare the load, This reduces
the diameter of the lowest point of sin-
gle tooth contact and reduce the bend-
ing ures . A peak value at the 2.55-unit
working depth illu trate that theaega-
live effect of the higher pecific slid-
ing ratio exceed the positive effects of
the increased contact ratio as the tooth
depth increases beyond that point. The
next example shows a root strength bal-
ance in favor of lite pinion.

Modified Addendum Desig.n. If the
pinion is made with a long addendum
and the gear is made with a short
addendum. the bending trength are
closer 10 a balanced condition, Figure 3
shows the positive effect of the adden-
dum change on the specific tiding
ratios. The pinion specific liding ratio
i. reduced from 8.0 Ito 3.4. a 570/,
reduction.

As shown in Figure 4. the strength
factor of the pinion is now increa ed
40%. This isa more favorable condi-
tion. At the optimum tooth depth, the

11'...------------
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pinion strength is higher than thai. of profile modifications. very appliea-
the gear. This comparison of a 24-toolll
pinion represents a condition that read-
i]y allows for deeper tooth depths.

Often it :is necessary to . elect a
lower number of teeth for trength
and/or for the increased depth to
accommodate an acceptable profile
contact ratio over the range in the effec-
tive operating center distance. As the
numbers of teeth in the pinion get
smaller. the outside diameter further
restrictsthe tooth depth due to pointed
teeth preventing larger tooth depths.

Working Depth Cencluslens
The optimization example using the

parameter .ofl.ooth working depth
increased the strength factor by more
than 100% for both equal-addendum
and modified-addendum designs. Thi
demonstrates that shallow depth or stub
teeth are NOT stronger than teeth with
a greater working depth as long as the
tooth accuracy allows for load sharing.
It points out that tile gear profiles must
be accurate to maintain the load shar-
ing. as me smooth-motion tran mi -
sion and deliver the performance
required.

Other Parameters
An other gear specifications are also

candidates for optimization. They
include the pitch. pres ure angle, helix.
angle, addendum modification. root
clearance, face width. root and tip radii.
tooth thickne s, center di lance and

lion ha it own unique requirement. .
Every gear design can benefit from
optimization. Pia tic gears offer the
greatest optimization opportunity
because the gear design and the
required 1001 are not constrained by
tooth form standards,

The best time to apply the results of
optimization is when a new tool is
required. Optimization is an integral part
of a robust de ign and tool manufactur-
ing process. ]I represents a significant
opportunity 1.0 reduce total costs, size,
noise, and improve time-to-market with
increa ed customer sarisfaction. 0
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